
TIME PLAN FOR THE SYNOD IMPLEMENTATION 

Fifth Sunday of the year: 6-2-2022 

The homily will be about the Sunday Gospel “the miraculous catch of fish”. A rapprochement 

can be done between the solidarity between the two boats (the apostles’ successful 

teamwork) and the cooperation, communion, and solidarity that should rule: 

1- the relations between priests and lay people in the parish  

2- The relations between the different institutions of the parish: parish council, nuns, 

scouts, youth movements, school, charity committee, liturgical committee etc … 

Action: the parish-priest reads the letter of His Beatitude inserted at the beginning of the 

questionnaire. Please see the attachment: Questionnaire to activate the diocesan stage… 

Sixth Sunday of the year: 13-2-2022 

The homily will be about the Gospel of the day “the Beatitudes”, which are the bylaws which 

govern the life of the church in its relationship with God and the world.  

Action 1- The parish-priest announces the parish synod committee which will take care of 

distributing the questionnaire and studying the answers. 

Action 2- Distribution of the questionnaire as paper and online. 

Seventh Sunday of the year: 20-2-2022 

The homily will be about the Gospel which emphasizes the themes of forgiveness, love of 

enemies and mercy. The priest underlines the paramount importance of love and forgiveness 

in the synodal life of the church. 

Action: The priest announces that the answers should be handed on the first Sunday of Lent. 

Meetings can be held in the parish hall for those who accept to discuss the questionnaire 

together. 

Eight Sunday of the year: 27-2-2022 

Homily: The Gospel speaks about the relationship between the disciples of Christ. Before 

practicing the fraternal correction, criticizing others, and looking “at the speck of sawdust 

in your brother’s eye, you should pay attention to the plank in your own eye?”. 

Emphasizing the importance of self-correction before fraternal correction.  

Action: The priest will underline the responsibility of the practicing faithful to have concern 

towards the non-practicing, and to invite them to be closer to the Church. 

First Sunday of Lent: 6-3-2022 

During the penitential rite, the faithful come to the altar to deposit the answers to the 

questionnaire. During the time of Lent, the committee reads the answers and make a 

summary of it to send to the central committee of the Synod in the Holy Land before Easter. 


